
POLITICAL SUSTAINABILITY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

The EU is committed to protect Europe's natural capital and rich biodiversity. The United Nations High Level Political
Forum on Sustainable Development.

Thursday, 15 August The Institute for European Environmental Policy IEEP is currently seeking a visual and
communication agency or designer to create an interactive online report and an accompanying PDF version, in
addition to other communication elements. Join our growing community newsletter! In line with the latter and
the intended goals of the European Pillar of Social Rights, the iASES aims to promote policiesâ€”expanding
social investments, activating industrial policies, reducing working time, increasing collective bargaining to
limit market-income inequalitiesâ€”which address these goals and overcome the negative consequences, direct
and indirect, of unemployment. Xavier Timbeau It was during the climax of the so-called euro sovereign debt
crisis that the independent Annual Growth Survey iAGS was initiated, with the first report published in
November  In light of the severity and urgency of risk identified by experts around the world, a new approach
is now needed. No one could claim these issues will be solved by the EU institutions alone. We hope that she
will, together with the other EU leaders, ensure that Europe plays a positive role in addressing inequalities
globally. In the same way as the iAGS challenged the dominant macroeconomic orthodoxy, the now renamed
independent Annual Sustainable Economy Survey iASES is our attempt to support a strategy towards
sustainability and to show the way. For seven years the survey has argued against a brutal austerity, failing to
deliver public debt control, and warned against the catastrophic risk of deflation. There was an error
submitting your subscription. Tanya Cox. Moreover, those policies need to be anchored in a consistent and
inclusive long-term strategy and should be monitored closely to check that they deliver sustainability. This is a
result of the current economic system. The adoption of the UN sustainable development goals calls for a new
approach to economic governance and growth. Yet, they should play a leading role. Reorienting the economy
is absolutely key to achieving the SDGs and to solving many of the challenges which we face today whether
they be soaring inequalities and social unrest, climate change and environmental degradation or the tensions
between respecting European values while supporting European interests. Now please check your email to
confirm your subscription. These are tremendous challenges. Policy-makers need to be aware of possible
trades-off and synergies between economic, social and environmental goals in general and the SDGs in
particular. Naturally, she covered a wide range of important issues for the future of Europe. The President
provides political guidance and shapes the priorities of the EU for the next 5 years. The disparities in income,
access to health, education and public goods and in capacities and power between people are major obstacles
to prosperity, in Europe and beyond. The coming slowdown largely results from the gradual attenuation of the
recovery momentum since the Great Recession and the convergence of growth rates towards a lower potential
growth path. The sense of urgency which is required to tackle resource scarcity and environmental degradation
is not there. Wednesday, 21 August Science-policy solutions for a more sustainable Europe Open letter after
open letter, scientists are warning us that we are running out of time: the more we wait, the more likely it is
that damage will become irreversible. The upturn will come to an end at some point and the euro area is not
yet prepared for that, as imbalances persist and the institutional framework remains incomplete. A broad range
of policies have to be mobilised coherently to this effect, transforming fiscal policy from a dominating and
constraining to an enabling and supportive role. Today, there is a need to take this initiative a major step
forward. Please try again. Computing carbon budgets can be useful to warn policy-makers about the effort
required to put society on the road to environmental sustainability. Enter your email address here The EU must
start by demonstrating an ambitious and clear political vision.


